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Log Line
Love in Our Own Time is a documentary on the big things in life ± birth, love, and
death ± that gives us pause to reflect on the lives we lead.
Short Synopsis
Love in Our Own Time, a documentary on the big things in life ± birth, love, and death ±
illustrates the immensity of what it is to exist: to live, to love, and to die.
Holding a 21st century mirror to who we are, the film follows ordinary Australians,
bearing witness to lives beginning and ending, and capturing moments, both simple and
sublime, that compose the lives we lead.
This is a journey to the heart of what it is to be human, giving us pause to reflect on the
lives we lead.
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Love in Our Own Time
A Feature Documentary

Long Synopsis
Love in Our Own Time is a documentary about the extraordinariness of ordinary life,
and visits those moments both simple and sublime that compose the lives we lead.
Following seven ordinary Australian families we travel the length and breadth of human
experience and bear witness to lives both beginning and ending.
Love in Our Own Time follows an ensemble cast of characters: John, who has just
retired and is about to explore the world with his much loved wife, finds out instead that
he has terminal cancer and must live out the rest of his life in a few short, sweet
months. Kate and Daniel are approaching the other end of life with the birth of their fifth
and final child. Meanwhile seventy-five year old Jutta's life springs into focus as her
loving family gathers to hold vigil over her last days. At a nearby birth centre Fiona and
Mel are excited at the prospect of meeting their second child, while eighty-something
Doug is determined to leave hospital and spend his last days at home with his
family. Watching over all of these comings and goings at the hospital is Noelene, to
ZKRPOLIHLVDµYHU\VWUDQJH¶DQGLQWHUHVWLQJEXVLQHVV
Interwoven through these powerful stories and others is a journey to the heart of what it
is to be human.
Funded through Australia's premier cultural filmmaking fund at Screen Australia - Love
in Our Own Time is a film that speaks directly to its audience about the nature of life and
death. It is a journey to the heart of what it is to be human that gives us all pause to
question the lives we lead.
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Themes and Background
The problem of work-life balance is a core issue for us all, compounding the
complexities of modern life. Finding meaning in lives and relationships that have been
engulfed in modern busyness seems increasingly difficult, and despite all that is offered
in our modern world, we seem further away than ever from living fully realised lives. In
fact modern life seems at times to prevent us from grasping the most profound of life
experiences: birth, love and death.
Through the lives of a group of ordinary Australian families, and some of the health
professionals that support them, Love in Our Own Time investigates this dilemma.
The problem of work-family balance is real, social researcher Hugh Mackay has
argued. µOne of my survey respondents recently remarked: ³I GRQ¶t think ZH¶Ue trying to
keep up with the Joneses ² ,WKLQNZH¶UHWrying to keep up with ourselves.´µ
Mackay wonders in response: µPerhaps it is time to take stock and ask ourselves why all
this rushing, all this pressure, all this busyness? The ancient Latin poet Ovid may have
got it right: "You who seek an end of love, love will yield to business: be busy and you
will be safe." Are we, as Ovid implies, merely trying to avoid the risks, the demands and
WKHMR\VRIORYH"¶
This is a film about the coal-face of the work-family-life equation. It is a film about 21st
Century Sydney through the eyes of families at critical junctures in their lives.
It is a film that will ± in very stark terms ± provide cause to reflect on what we are all
frantically rushing towards.
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'LUHFWRU¶V6WDWHPHQW
In recent years I have watched grandparents and family friends die and been struck, as
newcomers to these experiences inevitably are, by the sense of helplessness and awe
that accompanies our witness of death. While ,¶d previously been familiar with what
death meant in an intellectual way it only now occurred to me just how much it remains
at the limits of imagination and empathy until personally experienced.
It is a commonplace that in contemporar\ µwesterQ¶ society we are very uncomfortable
with death. Certainly in my own life I am conscious of having lived much of it under the
self-GHOXVLRQWKDWLWZLOOQHYHUHQGWKHµLPPRUWDOLW\FRPSOH[¶
The two circumstances that have done most to shake this strange belief, however, has
been the recent experience of the deaths of people close to me, and (equally as
profoundly) spending the best part of a decade among the Yolngu Aboriginal people of
NE Arnhem Land.
Commuting between Yolngu society and my own society of urban, predominantly Anglo,
Sydney, provides a stark contrast between the cultural institutions of death. In Arnhem
Land death remains a very constant (perhaps too constant in more recent times) fact of
life. It is experienced out in the open, and is marked by long and involved ceremonies
with the deceased that incorporate all of their kin and neighbouring clans.
Coming home to Sydney to watch the death of three grandparents in hospitals and
nursing homes ± where the death industries worked with such clinical efficiency that
most of society never knew that anything momentous happened behind the closed
curtains of dormitories and rooms ± I was struck by how solitary and hidden was our
urban experience of this most significant fact of life.
For this reason, and with some of the ethnographic skills learned through my
engagement and film-making in Arnhem Land, Indonesia, West Africa and elsewhere, I
wanted to turn a camera on my own tribe in this critical period ± this time on the cusp
of life.
:KLOHUHVHDUFKLQJIRUWKHSURMHFW,EHFDPHDZDUHRIKRZVLPLODUSHRSOH¶VGHVFULSWLRQVof
witnessing birth and death were. A first-time parent describes a feeling for her new- born
FKLOGDVµOLNHIDOOLQJ into a love I never NQHZH[LVWHG¶$ZRPDQGHVFULEHGFDULQJIRU her
dying husband as µOLNe falling in love all over DJDLQ¶. In both cases, perhaps, a feeling so
profound, so sublime, that its closest human description is love. This formed the basis of
the film that became Love in Our Own Time.
I read of a woman who said: µIt was quite spiritual. It was almost like watching a
miracle¶ She might have been discussing the birth of a child, instead she was
discussing the experience of watching her father die: µ,t seemed like Dad was being
born but in a different way.¶
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I realise that I am not alone in wanting to examine this mysterious period of life that is so
difficult to describe. While we live in a society where many people have never been
challenged by the physical vision of birth and death, there is a growing interest within
the arts to confront it. Books such as Helen *DUQHU¶s The Spare Room and Mark
:DNHO\¶V Sweet Sorrow confront us with the cold face of our own mortality, and
internationally famous works such as Joan DidiRQ¶s The Year of Magical Thinking, or
David 5LHII¶s memoir about the death of his mother, Susan Sontag, Swimming in a Sea
of Death, explore the subject with great lucidity and candour. In Australia the Helen
Ennis curated exhibition Reveries: Photography and Mortality also explored visions
of death that were compelling, beautiful, and disturbing.
This growing body of work attests to how much we have become divorced from the fact
of death, and to how much we crave to understand it. Love in Our Own Time is an
attempt to investigate the context in which we live: the fact of our birth, and the fact of
our inevitable death. It was an extremely humbling film to make and I very deeply thank
all of those people who agreed to participate in the film and share their profound and
private journeys of grief and joy with us.
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Main Crew and Selected Credits
SCREEN AUSTRALIA AND TARPAULIN PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS IN ASSOCIATION WITH
6&5((116:³/29(,12852:17,0(´ORIGINAL MUSIC CAITLIN YEO SOUND DESIGN
LIAM EGAN CAMERA TOM MURRAY AND MADELEINE HETHERTON
EDITOR VANESSA MILTON CO-DIRECTOR MADELEINE HETHERTON
WRITTEN, PRODUCED & DIRECTED BY TOM MURRAY

Director/Producer/Cinematographer ± Tom Murray
 ,Q0\)DWKHU¶V&RXQWU\ :ULWHU'LUHFWRU&R-Producer) 80mins Doco Feature
(2004) Dhakiyarr vs the King (Writer/Co-Director) 56mins Documentary
Co-Director/Camera ± Madeleine Hetherton
(2008) Making Babies (Director) 2* 52mins Documentary Series
(2006) Beats Across Borders (Director) 52mins Documentary
(2004) A Modern Marriage (Co-Producer) 26mins Documentary
Editor ± Vanessa Milton
(2010) Orchids ± My Intersex Adventure
(2010) Nothing Rhymes with Ngapartji
(2009) Motorcycle Karma
(2008) Forbidden Li$s
Composer ± Caitlin Yeo
(2011) My America
(2010) Jucy
(2010) Holding Hands
(2009) Feral Peril
(2008) Playing in the Shadows
Sound Designer ± Liam Egan
(2010) Beneath Hill 60
(2010) Here I Am
(2009) Samson and Delilah
(2009) Prime Mover
 +H\+H\,W¶V(VWKHU%OXHEXUJHU
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TOM MURRAY

tarpaulin@ozemail.com.au
+61 402439912

Tom Murray shoots, directs, and produces films for television and cinema. His debut documentary film
Dhakiyarr vs the King won the Dendy Award for Best Film at the 2004 Sydney Film Festival and was
selected for many international film festivals including the 2005 Sundance Film Festival. Tom has
consistently worked in radio, film and television since 1998 and Love in Our Own Time is his
third feature film documentary. His 2008 film In My )DWKHU¶s Country, a documentary about life
in a remote Australian indigenous Homeland, was selected for IDFA Amsterdam and won the
2008 Australian Directors Guild Award for Best Direction in a Documentary Feature and has screened
at some of the ZRUOG¶s most prestigious film festivals. 7RP¶s 2009 short drama Two Brothers at
Galarra has also screened and won awards at festivals around the world. In 2014 Tom was awarded the
Max Crawford medal.
Tom has shot documentaries in the islands of Indonesia, West Africa, Cuba, the U.S., and throughout
remote Australia. His work has screened on both public and commercial television and been selected
for INPUT the International Public Television festival.

Selected Awards and Achievements
Winner ADG Award Best Direction in a Documentary Feature 2009
Melbourne /Brisbane / Palm Springs/ Vancouver /Jerusalem / Seoul Film Festival 2009
Selected in Competition - IDFA Amsterdam 2008
Shortlisted - Vogel-Australian Literary Award 2005
Selected in Competition - World Documentaries ± Sundance Film Festival 2005
Winner - NSW Premiers History Award (Audio Visual) 2005
Winner - Dendy Awards ± Best Film, Sydney Film Festival 2005
Shortlisted - Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Awards 2004
Centre for Australian Cultural Studies - Special Mention for 2004
An Outstanding Contribution to Australian Culture

Selected Television and Filmography
Love in Our Own Time (2013) Writer/Director/Producer/DOP (95mins/56mins) Feature /TV Doco
In My )DWKHU¶V Country (2008) Writer/Director/Camera Operator (80mins /52mins) Feature/SBS TV
Dhakiyarr vs the King (2004) Witer/Co-Director/Camera Operator (56mins) Doco for ABC TV
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Co-Director, Camera ± Madeleine Hetherton
Madeleine is an experienced director with a number of broadcast television
documentary and drama credits. These include the successful documentary
series for SBS Making Babies which broadcast nationally µIDVFLQDWLQg and
moving¶, The Age), the 52 minute documentary Beats Across Borders for the
ABC and Cirque du Soleil and several documentaries, part of the SBS television
Keeping It Together series.
She has extensive experience making factual programs working for major
Australian production companies such as Endemol Southern Star, IMG Media,
Freehand TV & Cordell Jigsaw on many popular Australian series.
A graduate of the Australian Film, Television and Radio School (AFTRS) she was
also a recipient of the Film Australia AFTRS Documentary Award. Madeleine is a
photographer who exhibits regularly including the highly regarded Suburban
Edge exhibition at the Australian Centre for Photography.
In an oddly synchronous way she found herself paralleling some of her
characters stories, by giving birth to her first son Zeke during production!

Editor ± Vanessa Milton
Vanessa is an award-winning editor whose films have screened nationally on
channels such as the ABC and SBS and been critically lauded and widely
viewed. She has spent the last 10 years working as an editor of independently
produced documentaries. Among her broadcast credits are Homemade History
and Liberal Rule: the Politics that changed Australia for SBS and 14 Storeys for
ABC.
In 2007 she won the Australian Film Institute award for best editing in a
documentary for Forbidden Lie$, which screened in cinemas in Australia and
the US, and more recently, Liberal Rule: the Politics that changed Australia won
the 2010 AFI award for best documentary series. Her most recent
documentaries: Nothing Rhymes with Ngapartji, Drive and Orchids: My
Intersex Adventure, all screened on ABC-TV in 2011.
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Composer ± Caitlin Yeo
Caitlin Yeo is a unique and versatile film composer. Since graduating from a
Graduate Diploma of Screen Composition at AFTRS in 2003, Caitlin has scored
four feature films, including All My Friends are Leaving Brisbane and the recently
released Jucy, which premiered at the Toronto Film Festival to sell-out
audiences. She has also scored 18 TV documentaries including Feral Peril,
Footy Chicks and The Matilda Candidate, two documentary series and many
short films.
In 2011, Caitlin won an APRA professional development award, which included a
coveted place in the ASCAP Film Scoring Workshop in LA.
In 2007, Caitlin won an APRA-AGSC Screen Music Award (Best Music for a
Documentary) for her highly original score for Bomb Harvest, about an Australian
bomb disposal expert in Laos. Caitlin was nominated again in 2008 for the same
award, for the documentary The Last Trimate, and for a third time in 2010 for her
score for The Long Goodbye.
Caitlin has an eclectic and emotive compositional style. She has a diverse
musical background having performed in rock bands, orchestras, gypsy bands
and gamelan groups. She is an accomplished accordionist, flautist and pianist,
and spent her time during her bachelor degree at Sydney University focusing on
20th century composition and ethnomusicology.
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